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Let G be a group of finite order g and p be a prime number. Let K be the 
field which is generated by the gth roots of unity over the p-adic number 
field, R be the ring of local integers in K and P be the maximal ideal in R. 
We denote by o the ring R or the residue class field F of R modulo P. We 
view the group algebra oG as a right o(G x G)-module in the usual way so 
that y(x, y) = x-‘yy, y E oG and x, y E G. An indecomposable direct 
summand of the o(G x G)-module oG is the same as a block ideal of oG. 
Hence, if. 
1 =E, +E,+ 0.. +E, 
is the decomposition of the unit element 1 of oG into block idempotents in 
oG, then 
oG=(oG)E,+(oG)E,+~~~+(oG)E, (direct sum) 
is the decomposition of the o(G x G)-module oG into indecomposable 
o(G x G)-submodules of oG. 
Let H be a subgroup of G and r,~ be the o(H X H)-homomorphism of oG 
into OH given by 
v(x) = x if xEH 
=o if x&H 
(as to v see Srinivasan [ 131). After Green [7], let Z(o, G : H) be the 
subalgebra of oG defined by Z(o, G : H) = {y E oG: h -‘y/r = y for h E H } 
and TGtH be the o-linear mapping of Z(o, G : H) into Z(o, G : G) by the rule 
that, for z E Z(o, G : H), To&z) = JF,x-‘zx, where x runs over the 
representatives for the right cosets Hx of H in G. Especially Z(o, G : G) is 
the center Z(oG) of oG. Our main purpose of the paper is to give 
Theorems 1 and 2, which have some corollaries. 
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THEOREM 1. Let H be a subgroup of G. Let E and e be block idem- 
patents of oG and OH, respectively. Then (i), (ii) and (iii) are equivazent. 
(i) There exists an element z of Z(o, G : H)E such that n(z) = e. 
(ii) There exists an element z of Z(o, G : H)E such that r,r(z)e does 
not belong to the radical J(Z(oH)) of Z(oH). 
(iii) (oH)e as an o(H x H)-module is isomorphic to a direct summand 
of the restriction ((oG)E),, u of the o(G x G)-module (oG)E to H x H. 
THEOREM 2. Let H, E and e be as in Theorem 1, Then (i), (ii) and (iii) 
are equivalent. 
(i) There exists an element z of Z(o, G : H)e such that To&z) = E. 
(ii) There exists an element z of Z(o, G : H)e such that To.u(z)E does 
not belong to the radical J(Z(oG)) of Z(oG). 
(iii) (oG)E as an o(G x G)-module is isomorphic to a direct summand 
of the induced o(G x G)-module ((oH)~)~~ Gof the o(H x H)-module (oH)e. 
In this paper Section 1 deals with Theorem 1 and Section 2 with 
Theorem 2. In Section 3, as a corollary to Theorems 1 and 2, we have the 
following. 
THEOREM 3. Let H, E and e be as in Theorem 1. Then we have 
(i) If (oH)e as an o(H x H)-module is isomorphic to a direct 
summand of ((oG)E),,, then, for an OH-module V such that V = Ve, V is 
isomorphic to a direct summand of the restriction (V’E),., of the oG-module 
V”E to H, 
(ii) If (oG)E as an o(G x G)-module is isomorphic to a direct 
summand of ((oH)e) Ox0 then, for an oG-module W such that W = WE, W 
is isomorphic to a direct summand of the induced oG-module (W,e)G of the 
dH-module Wue. Here an oG-module is a right oG-module and an OH- 
module is a right OH-module. 
We refer to some results in [7]. We say that X, y E G are H-conjugate if 
there exists h E H such that y = h-‘xh. H-conjugacy is an equivalence 
relation on G; let L,, Lz,..., L, be the H-conjugacy classes of G. We denote 
by L, the sum of elements of L, in oG, these sums Lj form an o-basis of 
Z(o, G : H). For an element x of L,, a Sylow p-subgroup of the centralizer 
C,(x) of x in H is called a defect group of Li, which is determined by Li up 
to conjugacy in H. For a p-subgroup P of G, we denote by Zr(o, G : H) the 
set of all elements ,YJ a,L,(a, E o) in Z(o, G : H) such that aj is a non-unit 
in o whenever any defect group of Li is not contained in P. 
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LEMMA (Brauer-Osima-Green). If, in LiLj = CkaUkLk (CZijk E 0), aijk is 
a unit of o, then a defect group of L, is contained in a defect group of Li and 
that of Lj. 
1 
Proof of Theorem 1. It is clear that (i) and (ii) are equivalent. We 
assume (i). Let t be an o-linear mapping of (oG)E into (oH)e defined by 
t(y) = r(y)e for y E (oG)E and let w be an o-linear mapping of (oH)e into 
(oG)E defined by ~(6) = ZS for 6 E (oH)e. Then r and w are o(H x H)- 
hommorphisms and r(w(6)) = q(z)6 = 6 for all 6 E (oH)e. This implies (iii). 
Next we assume (iii). Then there exist an o(H x H)-homomorphism 4 of 
(oG)E into (oH)e and an o(H x H)-homomorphism 19 of (oH)e into (oG)E 
such that the composition @3 is the identity mapping on (oH)e. We can 
extend # to an o(H x H)-homomorphism $ of oG into (OH@ Let 
{ti: i = 1, 2,..., n} be a set of representatives for the (H, H)-double cosets 
Ht,H m G and let {h,:J = 1, 2,..., mi} be a set of representatives for the left 
cosets of tiHtil n H in H, hi, = 1, i = 1, 2,..., n. Then any element of oG 
can be expressed uniquely in the form Ci,j hijti yij, yij E OH. We put 
O(e) = 1 hijticij, 
iJ 
Cij E OH. Since 19 is an o(H X H)-homomorphism, O(e) E Z(o, G : H). Hence 
we can show 
tiCi, E Z(O, G: (tiH;’ n H)) and cij=ci&’ (1) 
for j = 1, 2,..., m, and i = 1,2 ,..., n. So we have 
8(e) = c huticilhzG’. 
iJ 
Since 6 is an o(H x H)-homomorphism, 
e = C hij~(ticil) h, ‘. 
i,j 
(2) 
From (1) we see &tic,,) belongs to Z(o, G: (tlHt;’ n H)) and hence 
cj h,,&(tici,) hi’ belongs to Z(oH), for i = 1,2,..., n, by the choice of h,. 
From (2) there exists a number k (1 5 k 5 n) such that zhkj&tkckl) hkj’ 
does not belong to J(Z(oH)). We set 
z = 
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Then we can show z E Z(o, G : H) and q(z) = ~jhk,&(tk~k,)h~l. As 
B(e)E = 0(e) and 8(e)e = 0(e), zE = z and r,r(z)e = q(z). These imply (ii). 
Hence the theorem is proved. 
Remark 1. For y E RG, we denote by 7 the image of y by the natural 
homomorphism of RG into FG. Let E and e be block idempotents of RG 
and RH, respectively. If there exists an element z of Z(R, G : H)E such that 
q(z) = e, then FE Z(F, G : HP and q(5) = 2. Conversely we assume that 
Z0 E Z(F, G : HP and r&Y,,) = 2 for some z0 E RG. Then we may assume 
z0 E Z(R, G : H)E and q(z,) = e + y, y E PZ(RH). Hence there exists an 
element z of Z(R, G : H)E such that q(z) = e. Therefore, by Theorem 1, 
(RH)e as an R(H X H)-module is isomorphic to a direct summand of 
(W)Ehm if and only if (J’H)P as an F(H x H)-module is isomorphic to a 
direct summand of ((FG)&,n. 
Let {B} be the blocks (for p) of G and (b} be the blocks of H. We denote 
by B, the principal block of G and by b, the principal block of H. For 
blocks B and b, let EB and eb the corresponding block idempotents of oG 
and OH, respectively 
COROLLARY 1 (Okuyama [ 111). Let b be a block of H. If bG is defined 
in the sense of Brauer [ 21 and bG = B, then (OH) eb as an o(H X H)-module 
is isomorphic to a direct summand of ((oG) EB)HXH. 
Proof. By the definition of bG, q(E,) eb does not belong to J(Z(oH)). 
Hence the corollary follows from Theorem 1. 
COROLLARY 2 (Green [8]). Let B be a block of G and b be a block of 
H. If H satiszes C,(Q) E H z for some defect group Q ofA then bG = B if 
and only if (OH) eb as an o(H X H)-module is isomorphic to a direct 
summand of ((oG) EB)Hx ,, . 
Proof. By the assumption bG is defined for the block b of H. And the 
following holds. 
c*> bG = B if and only if q(E,) eb 6Z J(Z(oH)). 
We assume that (OH) eb as an o(H x H)-module is isomorphic to a direct 
summand of ((oG) EB)HX “. By Theorem 1, there exists a H-conjugacy class 
Lj such that 
V(LjEg) eb @ J(Z(oW). (3) 
Suppose L, g H. Then any defect group of Lj does not contain Q, hence any 
defect group of b. Hence, by the Lemma, rl(LjE,) eb E J(Z(oH)), which 
481118/2-3 
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contradicts (3). Therefore Lj & H, SO we have r(LjEB) eb = Ljr@,) e,, and 
V(E,) eb 65 -WOW). BY (*h we get bG = B. The converse is a consequence 
of Corollary 1. 
COROLLARY 3. Let B be a block of G. If a defect group D of B contains 
a Sylow p-subgroup P of H, then there exists a block b of H such that 
(OH) e, as an o(H x H)-module is isomorphic to a direct summand of 
((oG)E~wH. 
Proof We may assume o = R by Remark 1. We can set E, = xX aXx, 
a, E R, where x runs over ail p-regular elements of G. Since D is a defect 
group of B and P & D, there exists an element x of G such that a, @ P and x 
commutes all elements of P. Let L, be the H-conjugacy class containing x- ’ 
and set z = LiE, E Z(E, G : H) EB. Put q(z) = ChBhh, /I,, E R. Then we 
have /3,6? P because ]H : C,(x)] is not divisible by p, and we can show that 
/I,, E P for all non-identity p-elements h of H. Hence, if c is the sum of p- 
elements of H in RH, n(z)c @ P(RH). By Iizuka and Watanabe [9, 
Lemma 31, q(z) does not belong to J(Z(oH)). Therefore there exists a block 
b of H such that q(z) eb & J(Z(oH)). This completes the proof by 
Theorem 1. 
For a block b of H and an R-generalized. character x of G (an R-linear 
combination of ordinary irreducible characters of G), we put 
xb = Cr &, [)<, where < runs over the irreducible characters in b and xu is 
the restriction of 1 to H and (Xu, 4) is the inner product of xH and [ (as to xb, 
see Okuyama [ 121). In [3], BrouC showed that an R-generalized character x 
associated with a block B is of height 0, that is, there exists an element z of 
Z(RG) EB such that x(z)/p”-’ is a unit in R, if and only if x(EB)/paed is a 
unit in R. Here p” is the highest power of p dividing g and d is the defect of 
B and E, is the block idempotent of RG corresponding to B. Then we have 
the following. 
COROLLARY 4. Assume that, for blocks B of G and b of H, there exists 
an R-generalized character x associated with B such that xb is of height 0. 
Then (OH) eb as an o(H X H)-module is isomorphic to a direct summand of 
(W)W,,.. In particular, (OH) ebO as an o(H X H)-module is isomorphic 
to a direct summand of ((oG) EBJHX n. 
Proof. We may assume o = R by Remark 1. Let G, and H, be the sets 
of p-regular elements of G and H, respectively. As is easily seen, 
~xeG,x(x-‘k E w)E, and tlCL,~xtx-‘)x1 eb = CxeHox6W’zY. Since 
x1, is of height 0, by [3, Proposition 3.3.4 and Theorem 2.51, ~X,Hoxb(x-‘)x 
does not belong to J(Z(oH)). Therefore the corollary is proved by 
Theorem 1. 
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2 
Proof of Theorem 2. It is clear that (i) and (ii) are equivalent. We 
assume (i). Let {x,: i = 1,2 ,..., I} (xl = 1) be a set of representatives for the 
right cosets of H in G. {(xi, x,): i, j = 1, 2 ,..., I} is a set of representatives for 
the right cosets of H x H in G x G and any element of ((oH)~)~” G can be 
expressed uniquely in the form JJiJ au @ (x,, xi), aij E (oH)e. The mapping 
c ,..o 01,x + ,JJ,..o a,( 1, x), a, E o, defines an algebra homomorphism p of 
oG into o(G x G). Let n be an o-linear mapping of ((oH)e)GxG into (oG)E 
defined by rr(C,., aij @ (xi, xi)) = (xi jxl:‘a,xj)E and let 0 be an o-linear 
mapping of (oG)E into ((oH)e) Ox d defined by B(y) = xi.1 q(Xi YX,’ ‘) 0 
p(z)(x,, xi) = ‘&, q(x,yx; ‘)e @ p(z)(xr, xj) for y E (oG)E. Then 7c and 0 are 
o(G X G)-homomorphisms and we have .x(8(~)) = 2i.j x,7 ‘q(Xi YX,’ ‘) zXj = 
yTG:,(z) = y for all y E (oG)E (see the proof of [ 13, Theorem]). This implies 
(iii). 
Next we assume (iii). There exist an o(G x G)-homomorphism 4 of 
WWGX G into (oG)E and an o(G x G)-homomorphism w of (oG)E into 
W-WGxG such that & is the identity mapping on (oG)E. We set 
y/(E) = C cij 0 (xi 7 xj), 
i.j 
cij E (oH)e. Then we have 
E=#(w(E))=C.X~T’$(~@ (1, l))CijXj, 
i,j 
because # is an o(G x G)-homomorphism. Since w is an o(G X G)- 
homomorphism, yl(E)(x, x) = ty(E) for all x E G, so we have 
CuXj = ClkXkXi 
for i, j and k such that Hxjx; i = Hx,. Hence if we set 
z=#(e@ (h 1))~clkxk9 
k 
then we see x1 x; ‘zxi = E. As ez = z, we may show z E Z(o, G : H). Since 
e E Z(o, G : H), $(e @ (1, 1)) belongs to Z(o, G : H). Let h be any’element 
of H. From (ck elk @ (1, Xk))(h7 h) = Ck elk @ (1, xk), we see 
h-‘c,kxkh = c,k!xk? 
for k and k’ such that Hx,h = I-&,. This implies xk clkxk E Z(o, G : H). 
Hence the theorem is proved. 
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Remark 2. Let E and e be block idempotents of RG and RW, respec- 
tively. Then we are able to show that there exists an elements z of 
Z(R; G : H)e such that To:&) = E if and only if there exists an element z of 
Z(F, G : H)t? such that To:&) = ,!?. Therefore, by Theorem 2, (RG)E as an 
R(G x G)-mo_dule is isomorphic to a direct summand of ((RH)e)Gx G if and 
only if (FG)E as an F(G x G)-module is isomorphic to a direct summand of 
((FH)z)GxG. 
The following is a generalization of [ 13, Theorem ]. 
COROLLARY 5. Assume bo is defined in the sense of [2] and let bG = B. 
If b and B have the same defect, then (oG) E, as an o(G x G)-module is 
isomorphic to a direct summand of ((OH) eb)Gx G. 
Proox If b and B have the same defect, then by BrouC f4, 
Corollary 2.2.31, To,&,) E, t;f J(Z(oG)). Hence the coroliary follows from 
Theorem 2. 
COROLLARY 6. Let B be a block oJG. Then H contains a defect group of 
B if and only if (oG) E, as an o(G x G)-module is isomorphic to a direct 
summ~nd of (oH)~~ G. 
Proof. We may assume o = F by Remark 2. Let P be a Sylow p- 
subgroup of H. P contains a defect group of B if and only if 
EB E Z,(F, G : G). Since Z,(F, G : G) = To:u(Z(F, G : H)), the corollary is 
proved by Theorem 2. 
For a block B of G and an R-generalized character c of H, we put 
5” = C, ([‘, x)x, where x runs over the irreducible characters of B and where 
p denotes the induced function of c (as to c” see [ 121). Then we have the 
following. 
COROLLARY 7. Let B and b be blocks of G and H, respectively. If there 
exists an R-generalized character 4 of H associated with b such that CB is of 
height 0, then (oG) E, as an o(G x G)-module is isomorphic to a direct 
summand of ((OH) eb)Gx G. 
Proof. We may assume o = R by Remark 2. Let G, and H, be as in the 
proof of Corollary 4. We set z = Eke& ((h-‘)h. As is easily seen, 
zEZ(R,G:H)e, and TG:&) = ILO, (IG(x - ’ )x. Hence TG, H(z) E, = 
~XEo,~B(x-‘)x. Since cB is of height 0, CXcGO C”(X-‘)x@.I(Z(RG)) by [3, 
Proposition 3.3.4 and Theorem 2.51, Hence the corollary is proved by 
Theorem 2. 
Remark 3. Let D be a defect group of a block B of G. By Corollaries 3 
and 6 and by Green f6, Theorem 61, we see that (oG) E, as an o(G x G)- 
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module and oD as an o(D x D)-module have a common vertex Dd, where 
Dd = {(d, d): d E D} (see [ 7, Theorem 1 I). 
COROLLARY 8. Let E, and e, be the block idempotents of oG and OH 
corresponding to the principal blocks B, of G and b, of H, respectively. If 
(oG) E, as an o(G X G)-module is isomorphic to a direct summand of 
((oH)~,,)~~~ for some block b of H, then H contains a Sylow p-subgroup of 
G and b = b,. Conversely if H contains a Sylow p-subgroup of G, then 
(oG) E, as an o(G X G)-module is isomorphic to a direct summand of 
((OH) eo)GXG. 
Proof Assume that (oG) E, as an o(G x G)-module is isomorphic to a 
direct summand of ((OH) eb)GxG. Then there exists an element 
z E Z(o, G : H)e, such that Ton(z) = E,. Let W be the trivial oG-module. 
Since W = WE,, , Wz # 0 and hence We, z 0. So we have b = b, because W, 
is the trivial OH-module, which is associated with b,. A defect group of B, is 
a Sylow p-subgroup of G. Hence by Remark 3 and the assumption, H 
contains a Sylow p-subgroup of G. 
Next suppose that H contains a Sylow p-subgroup of G. We put 
z = ChEHo h, H, is the set ofp-regular elements of H. Then z E Z(oH) e, and 
w(To,n(z)) is a unit of o by the assumption, where w is the linear character 
of Z(oG) corresponding to B,. Hence ro:n(z)EO does not belong to 
J(Z(oG)). Therefore by Theorem 2, the corollary is proved. 
3 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let (xi) be as in the proof of Theorem 2. We prove 
(i) first. By assumption and Theorem 1, there exists an element z of 
Z(o, G : H)E such that r(z) = e. Let Q be an o-linear mapping of V into VCE 
defined by d(v) = v @ z, v E V and 0 be an o-linear mapping of VGE into V 
defined by B(Ci vi 0 Xi) = vr, vi E V. Then d and 8 are OH-homomorphisms 
and @ is the identity mapping on V. Hence (i) is proved. Next we prove (ii). 
By the assumption and Theorem 2, there exists an element z’ of Z(o, G : H)e 
such that To&z’) = E. Let w be an o-linear mapping of W into ( W,e)G 
defined by w(w) = xi wx;’ z’ @ xi, w E W and p be an o-linear mapping of 
(W,e)O into W defined by p(C, wi @xi) = Ci wixi, wi E W,e. Then w and 
p are oG-homomorphisms and pw is the identity mapping on W. This 
completes the proof. 
We remark that Conlon [S, Sect. 4, Proposition] follows from (i) in 
Theorem 3 and Corollary 1. Further we have the following by (ii) in 
Theorem 3, Corollary 5 and Green [6, Theorem 61. Juhasz [ 10, Theorem 31 
is a consequence of it. 
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COROLLARY 9. Let B and b be blocks of G and H, respectively. Assume 
that bG is defined in the sense of Brauer [2], bG = B and that b and B have 
the same defect. Then for an indecomposable oG-module W with W = WE,, 
there is an indecomposable direct summand V of W, such that V = Ve, and 
that V and W have a common vertex. 
For a block B of G we denote by k(B) the number of ordinary irreducible 
characters in B and by l(B) the number of modular irreducible characters in 
B. We have 
PROPOSITION 1. Let B and b be blocks of G and H, respectively. If 
(oG) E, as an o(G x G)-module is isomorphic to a direct summand of 
((OH) eb)GxG, then we have 
l(B) 5 ) G : H 1 l(b) and k(B) 5 JG : H 1 k(b). 
Proof. Let W be an irreducible FG-module associated with B. By 
Theorem 2, W,et, f 0, where F,, is the block idempotent of J’H corresponding 
to b. Let V be a minimal submodule of W,E*, Then Horn&V, W,) = 
Horn&V, W&J # 0. Hence we have Hom,,(V”, VP’) # 0, that is, W is a 
constituent of V”. The number of irreducible constituents of V”, the 
dimensions of which are not smaller than the dimension of V, does not 
exceed ]G : HI. From these the former inequality follows. Let X be an 
irreducible KG-module associated with B. Xue, # 0, where eb is the block 
idempotent of RH corresponding to b. Hence in the same way as in the proof 
of the former inequality, the latter is proved. 
We have the following proposition which is related to Brauer’s 
orthogonality relations (Brauer [ 1,7C]). 
PROPOSITION 2. Let B and B’ be dtflerent blocks of G and let b and b’ 
be dtzerent blocks of H. Then the following hold. 
(i) If h, and h, are two elements of H which belong to dtgerent p- 
sections of G, then 
c xdhAxdh;*) = 0, 
x 
where x runs over the ordinary irreducible characters in B. 
(ii) If y, and y2 are two elements of G which belong to dtxerent p- 
sections of G, then 
where C runs over the ordinary irreducible characters in 6. 
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Proof Let E,, E,, be the block idempotents of RG corresponding to B, 
B’ and e,, eb, be block idempotents of RH corresponding to b and b’. 
(i) Let ci be the class sum in RH of the conjugacy class Ci of H 
containing hi, i = 1,2. Then we have x(c,e,) = 1 C,l xb(hi) for any ordinary 




where x runs over the ordinary irreducible characters of B and where E is the 
complex conjugate of a complex number c. Hence (i) is proved. 
(ii) By Brauer’s orthogonality relations we can show 
where [ runs over the ordinary irreducible characters in b, for elements u and 
u of G which belong to different p-sections of G. Let Ci be the class sum in 
RG of the conjugacy class Ci of G containing yi, i = 1,2. By (4) and the 
assumption, 
x CG(C,E,) tG(C,Ew) = 0, 
I 
where [ runs over the ordinary irreducible characters of 6. Since 
p(CiEs) = lCil cB(yi), (ii) is proved. 
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